
The mission of BLVE is to create stronger organizations by building
effective systems and processes and encouraging transformational
leadership. BLVE connects you back to the mission and values of your
work by building the structure necessary to make space for creativity,
ideas, and innovation. Operating remotely, BLVE has had clients in
Chicago, Washington DC, and Toronto. Their non profit work has ranged
from social justice, to arts and culture, and beyond.
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As the non profit arts industry continues to suffer deeply during the
pandemic, BLVE has been working on some real actions that our industry
could begin to take to lead our own change, instead of awaiting the very
real fallout from this pandemic. We are talking about what arts
organizations can do, sure, but more importantly what foundations, service
organizations, municipalities, advocates and donors can do to affect
change.

We seek to work with and innovate with organizations willing to reconsider
"the way things have always been done." As we collectively move into this
new iteration of leadership and management, there is a gumption
necessary to change convention, not only as a team, but also as
individuals.

Our goal is to lead with questioning, curiosity, and compassion as we
reconsider and build new models that prioritize equitability and creative
ways of thinking. This demands a collective critical thought and
adaptability from all of us. Our desire to build requires radical honesty and
an evaluation of what's important to your company. It considers the
capacities of all involved and the work being done on multiple scales.
These factors then determine where we begin and how to best strategize
in service of the agreed upon trajectory. 

We're interested in helping people and we're interested in being change
makers. We believe the only way to do this is together, with
thoughtfulness, honesty, and the collective vision of a better world. 
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